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Editors’ Note 
 
This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift II is a continuation of the previous 
international seminar with the same theme conducted by the Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro 
University in July 2011. We do hope that the seminar with this theme can become a yearly program of the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University, as we see that this topic still needs our serious 
attention due to the inevitable impact of globalization on the life of indigenous languages. 
 
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this 
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics 
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar. The first five papers are those presented 
by invited keynote speakers. They are Prof. Dr. Hanna (Balai Bahasa Provinsi Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Dr. 
Sugiyono (Language Center, Indonesia), Peter Suwarno, Ph.D (Arizona State University), and Herudjati 
Purwoko, Ph.D (Diponegoro University).   
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 33 papers on language maintenance, 24 papers on language learning, 
19 paper on sociolinguistics, 15 paper on pragmatics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 paper on 
morphology, 2 papers on syntax, 2 papers on translation, 1 papers on psycholinguistics, 1 papers on 
phonology, and 1 papers on semantics.  
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EMBODIED EXPERIENCES IN METAPHORS IN BAHASA INDONESIA 
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Diponegoro University, Semarang 
deliundip@gmail.com 
 
Abstrak 
Metafora merupakan sistem konsep yang memiliki dua aspek, yaitu: ranah target dan 
sumber. Ranah sumber yang cenderung menunjukkan kategori konkrit digunakan untuk 
menjelaskan ranah target yang cenderung abstrak. Tulisan ini dimaksudkan untuk 
menunjukkan faktor yang memotivasi konsep dalam ranah sumber yang memperjelas konsep 
ranah target. Data yang berupa ungkapan metaforis diambil dengan menggunakan 
purposive sampling techniques, dari wacana surat pembaca koran harian berbahasa 
Indonesia yang dipilih secara acak. Metode referencial, distributional, abductive inferencial, 
dan  reflective introspective digunakan untuk menganalisis data. Hasil penelitian 
menunjukkan bahwa metafora merefleksikan pengalaman yang dirasakan oleh tubuh dan 
panca indera yang dapat dikelompokkan menjadi pengalaman visual, fisik, indera 
pengecapan (lidah), dan indera penciuman. Ini mengimplikasikan bahwa bahasa digunakan 
untuk menunjukkan pengalaman yang terekam dalam manah yang diperoleh dari kehidupan 
sehari-hari ketika melakukan interaksi dan komunikasi dengan orang lain.  
Kata Kunci: metafora, pengalaman visual, pengalaman fisik, pengalaman pengecapan, 
pengalaman penciuman 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Metaphor has been studied from various disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, 
anthropology, linguistics, and it is approached from different perspectives.  Cognitive linguistics views 
metaphors in different ways from those proposed by the initiator, Aristotles, stating that metaphor is a 
sign of a distinctive language ability of a person which characterizes certain language capacity (Punter, 
2007:12). Metaphor in  Aristotles’ view is different from that discussed in this paper. Metaphor is viewed 
not only as a part of language but also an evidence that language is used for conceptualizing a certain 
entity. Language is acquired and used in human interaction and communication, it is not a frozen form in 
a certain type of discourse. It is used daily for fulfilling needs. 
 Metaphors is formulated based on the expressions indicating conceptualization. They represent 
what people think, feel, and act or experience which occur due to human communication and interaction. 
The experiences are stored in their mind and build frames which can be used when needed. Since 
metaphorical expressions indicating conceptualization, they have forces different from the literal 
meanings.  Neisser (2003:31) says that due to its force, metaphorical expression requires people to 
understand further from its literal meaning. Croft and Cruse (2004) added that to comprehend metaphors 
requires two different interpretation, i.e. violation and anomaly of the literal meaning. In this paper, the 
basis of interpretation   is not from  violation and anomaly but from  conceptualization process conveyed 
in the metaphors.  According to Mey (1993:60), metaphors are considered as a life view, since metaphors 
represent thought and experience in daily life, showing a way of thinking influenced by the environment 
where people live. To show conceptualization, semantic analysis is used in order to elaborate the 
references used to uncover the reality represented.  
 Metaphor is believed as a system consisting of basic components i.e. a target domain, a source 
domain, and their relationship. The basis of analysis is the idea given by Lakoff and Johnson (2003) 
saying that metaphors are used actively by humans in their daily communication. The metaphorical 
expressions used indicate experiences, ideas, and feeling encountered in life. Fauconnier (1997) and  
Turner (1991) in Evans and Green (2006:8) say that language only gives prompts in conceptualization 
process which requires meaning to be constructed. Meaning is not labelled but constructed. Meaning 
construction can be explained based on the experiences encountered by human. According to the theory 
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of embodiment (Evans and Green (2006:157), in cognitive linguistics, the most fundamental point is the 
connection between the structure of the concept and the experiences felt in the body and senses. The 
experience builds  image schemas. The image schemas are derived from the experience of the senses, the 
body, and perception as the result of the interaction and activities (Evans dan Green, 2006:178). In 
relation with metaphors, the experiences embodied can be identified from the metaphorical expressions 
used. This agrees with Lakoff in Kess (1992:231) saying that thought is a stored experience, perception, 
physical movement, and physical and social experiences. Through metaphor, humans organize their 
physical experiences reflected in image schemas. Image schemas are believed that they are embodied 
(Lakoff in Croft dan Cruse, 2004) and grounded (Lakoff and Turner in Croft and Cruse, 2004:44). In one 
hand,  image schemas are  abstract, but on the other hand, image schemas are schematic since they are  
embodied—stored in the body and recorded in the mind. 
This paper is trying to discover the experiences embodied in Indonesian society through the 
metaphors found in the letters to the editors. What experiences and how they are encountered will be 
discussed in this paper to show how language can represent what Indonesian people think, feel, and 
experience in connection with what happened in their surrounding.  
RESEARCH METHOD 
 This research is descriptive-qualitative since it depicts the facts concerning metaphors formulated 
from the metaphorical expressions used by the writer in the letters to the editors. The data are the 
metaphorical expressions chosen purposively in the letters to the editors of the daily newspaper written in 
bahasa Indonesia. They are collected by nonparticipant observation with note-taking and page-filing 
techniques. To analyze the data, the writer used some methods namely referencial, distributional, 
reflective-introspective (Sudaryanto, 1993), and abductive inferencial (Krippendorff, 2004) methods. The 
methods are used to show how experiences are embodied structurally in the metaphors. Referencial 
method is used in initial analysis for showing the concepts referred to by the expressions used as the data. 
It is then continued with distributional, reflective introspective and abductive inferencial methods for 
showing conceptualization conveyed. Reflective-introspective method is also used to elaborate how the 
experiences encountered sensically and bodily.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 From the analysis, it is found that metaphors formulated from the expressions used in the letters 
to the editors can be categorized according to the concept of the source domain. This is based on the idea 
that language is not only as a means of communication but also as a window of human thought. 
Therefore, metaphors represent verbal language that can be grouped according to the conceptual 
correspondence, i.e experiences, natural, directional,  temporal, spacial, and  technological. However, this 
paper only focuses on the experience-based metaphors which can be divided into visual experiences, 
bodily experiences,  the sense of the smell, and the sense of the taste. 
Visual Experiences 
 
Visual metaphors are those having connection with the experiences of seeing. Ability of seeing 
can help people get knowledge of the world or surrounding. The knowledge may be related with the 
characteristics of the nature, in terms of its feature, volume or size, movement, number, and function.   
The experiences can be identified from the source domain of the metaphors, that is used to explain the 
target domain. The embodied experiences can make the target domain which is usually abstract or 
difficult concept easy to understand since visual experiences can be easily proven. 
 The visual experiences are represented by the expressions such as digelontorkan (flushed), 
dikucurkan (disbursed), diraup / meraup (obtained), mencaplok (annex), merebut (seize), bengkaknya 
(swelling), menggiurkan (tantalizing),  membludaknya ( booming),  gempuran (onslaught), dibombardir 
(bombarded). The word digelontorkan (flushed), for example,  indicates a liquid in big amount moving 
very quickly. People can see how a liquid in big amount moves very quickly, for example, flood. The 
word dikucurkan (disbursed) implies how people can see or observe a liquid flows. The word  diraup 
(obtained) implies an experience looking at a floating object which is grasped. See some examples below.   
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(1) tagihan TelkomselFlash saya begitu bengkaknya 
‘my Telkomselflash bill was swelling’ 
From the example (1), a construction can be formulated as follows. +TAGIHAN ADALAH LUKA 
BENGKAK+ (BILL IS A SWOLLEN INJURY). The entity luka bengkak ‘swollen injury is a concept 
used to explain the concept of dana ‘fund’ represented by tagihan internet ‘internet bill’, which is rising 
suddenly. The quickness of the rising is conceptualized as the injury which is suddenly swelling. The 
rising in the injury is to illustrate how the bill is getting costlier. The experience of seeing how something 
is rising is stored in the mind through visual experience happening in everyday life.   
The following example is related with the govenrment program in dealing with poverty. Poverty 
is one of the most difficult problems in Indonesia. There have been a lot of programs run to solve it. 
However, it still exists  until at present. In order to minize it, the government has a special program 
focused on. To illustrate how the program is conducted, the writer researched used the following 
expression. 
 (2) program penanggulangan kemiskinan yang digulirkan 
 ‘poverty protection program which is moved’ 
From the expression in (2), it can be constructed +PROGRAM PENANGGULANGAN KEMISKINAN 
ADALAH RODA+ (POVERTY PROTECTION PROGRAM IS A WHEEL). The entity of wheel is used 
for explaining the concept of the program for protecting poverty due to its characteristics, namely ability 
to run or move. How a wheel is moving can be proven visually, then such experience is stored in the 
mind. When there is a similar event, it is expressed through a combination of words which can be 
identified. Another problem is indicated by the following expression.  
(3) angka kemiskinan begitu sulit ditekan 
‘the poverty rate is difficult to be pressed’.  
The expression in (3) can be the basis of formulating  +ANGKA KEMISKINAN ADALAH BALON DI 
ATAS AIR+ (+A POVERTY RATE IS A FLOATING BALLOON+), conceptualizing the poverty rate 
like a balloon floating on the water. This can be seen when there is a  balloon floating on the water and 
sunk; what happens is that the balloon is always floating. The conceptualization explains how difficult it 
is to decrease the poverty rate.  The entity of the floating balloon is used for explaining the concept of the 
poverty rate due to its characteristics, namely being difficult to decrease.  
 (4) pandangan-pandangan miring yang tercipta. 
      ‘sloping views created’  
From the expression in (4), it can be formulated +PANDANGAN-PANDANGAN ADALAH TIANG+  
(VIEW IS A PILAR).The entity tiang (pilar) is used to explain the concept of views due to its 
characteristic: it can slop or stand firm. The characteristic of the pilar that can slop or stand firm can be 
proven visually. The experience of witnessing is stored in the mind, then it can build a schema that 
becomes a frame.  
Bodily Experiences 
Bodily experiences can be the bases of the uses of the metaphorical expression. Since experiences 
are embodied, body can feel when there is something happened to it. The experiences are stored in the 
mind and used when there is an event similar happening. The expressions indicating bodily experiences 
are among other things bersahabatlah (be a close friend), rangkullah (embrace), terlilit (entangled), 
digenjot (encouraged), kejaran  / mengejar (chase), dihimpit (pressed), teracuni (poisoned), beban di 
pundak (load on the shoulder), menghajar (beat up /chasten).   The following examples show how bodily 
experiences can be the bases of explaining the concept of the target domain with that of the source 
domain.  
    The words  bersahabatlah (be a close friend) and rangkullah (embrace) in  
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(5)  bersahabatlah dengan alam, singkirkan ego, rangkullah alam  
 ‘be a close friend with the nature, disregard your ego, embrace the nature’ 
indicate a concept of a close relation. The two words can be the bases of formulating +ALAM ADALAH 
SAHABAT+ (THE NATURE IS A CLOSE FRIEND), since a close friend is someone having close 
relationship with us, having commitment to protect each other. With close friend, someone will feel 
comfortable, be able to share, not hate each other, understand our strengths and weaknesses. The 
experience can be the basis of corresponding the concept of the source domain ‘close friend’ with the 
concept of the target domain ‘nature’. The bodily experience is felt when we are close to a friend, what 
we are doing and our close friend is doing to us when we are close to them, i.e we protect each other for 
being sad and sorrow.  
The word terlilit (entangled) in  
         (6) terlilit utang  
‘entangled / trapped in debt’ 
indicates a concept of being difficult. The word terlilit (entangled / trapped) can be the basis of 
formulating +UTANG ADALAH TALI YANG MELILIT+ (DEBT IS A ROPE TRAPPING / 
ENTANGLING). The conceptualization towards a rope trapping is similar to the conceptualization 
towards a debt due to the same characteristics that is causing trouble.  The experience of feeling trapped 
may correspond to the concept of the source domain ‘a rope trapping / entangling’ with the word  ‘debt’ 
can be proven physically. Body can feel it; it can feel difficult  to breathe. Such experience is the same as 
when someone has a big debt.  
Tasting Experiences  
The experience of tasting can be the basis of correspondance between the concept of the source 
domain with the concept of the target domain. The experience can feel whether an entity is salty, 
delicious, tasteless, sweet, tasty, sour, or bitter. The experience of tasting  the food is stored in the mind so 
that it can distinguish one type of taste with another. When there is an event that can be conceptualized 
with such experience, metaphorical exsperiences are used. From the experiences, a construction can be 
formed showing conceptual correspondence that can be inferred through the experience of tasting. The 
expression indicating such experience among other things hambar (tasteless), kental (thick).The  word 
hambar (tasteless) in the following example, 
(7) kasus penyelesaian rasa keadilan di lembaga formal yang berasa hambar 
‘The solution of the justice case in the formal institution feels tasteless’  
indicates a concept of ‘incompleteness’ due to the ingredients used that are not complete or the proportion 
of the materials is not good. The word hambar (tasteless) in example (7) can be the basis of formulating 
+KASUS PENYELESAIAN RASA KEADILAN ADALAH MASAKAN YANG HAMBAR+ (THE 
SOLUTION OF THE JUSTICE CASE IS A TASTELESS FOOD), since food or drinks is the only entity 
which can be tasteless due to incomplete ingredients or proportion. The correspondence connecting the 
concept of the source domain ‘masakan yang hambar’ (tasteless food) and the target domain  ‘kasus 
penyelesaian rasa keadilan’(the solution of the justice case) can be proven by the experience of tasting 
when the sense tastes the food with incomplete ingredient or proportion.  
Smelling Experiences 
Smelling experiences can tell us whether something is smelly or has nice fragrance. Such 
experiences can be identified from the metaphorical expressions used by the writer researched namely the 
concept of the words berbau (smelling / smelly), aroma (flavor), tercium (smelled), merebak (spread), 
kebusukan (decayed).  
The word tercium (smelled) in the following example,   
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 (8) Kasus dugaan korupsi ... sudah tercium 
‘suspected corruption case ... has been smelled’ 
indicates a concept of ‘being stingy’ or ‘smelly’of something decayed. This word can be the basis of 
formulating +KASUS DUGAAN KORUPSI ADALAH BANGKAI / ENTITAS YANG BERBAU TIDAK 
SEDAP+ (SUSPECTED CORRUPTION CASE IS AN ENTITY WHICH IS STINGY), since a stingy 
entity is easily smelled. The experience of smelling a bad odor can be the basis of corresponding the 
concept of the source domain ‘decayed entity’ to the concept of the target domain ‘suspected corruption 
case’. Conceptualized the same as cadaver, corruption case is easily uncovered by the public, since it is  
an act which causes loss for the government and the society, that makes people concern about it.  
 CONCLUSION 
The explanation above can be concluded that the embodied experiences in the metaphors can be 
used to show conceptualization in the source domain to explain the target domain. They can be used as 
evidences that people use language, in this case, metaphors for showing that language can represent what 
people experience in their life. Language is used for showing their thought, feeling, and act. Language is 
used for managing knowledge of the world. This implied that the embodied experiences discussed can be 
the resources of constructing meaning or conceptualization. They are closely related with the cognitive 
activities of humans in using language during communication and or interaction. The experiences can be 
the basis of making difficult concepts easily to understand.  
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